American DJ
User Instructions

120v
10A
ZB-64514 x 2
7 Multi-Color Dichroic
15min./15min. on/off

tion. After placing your fixture in a secure position, plug your unit into any standard 120v
Edison outlet. This unit is sound activated and will
not operate without a sound source. Turn up a
music source and turn the sensitivity knob until
the internal dish starts to turn. After the internal dish begins to move to sound you may adjust
the sensitivity by turning the external knob until
you reach desired effect.

11" x 11" x 14"

Lamp Replacement:

Technical Specifications
Model: Millennium
Voltage:
Fuse:
Lamp:
Colors:
Duty Cycle:
Dimensions:
Weight:

7 Lbs.

Disconnect from main power supply. Unscrew and
remove the three thumb screws that fasten the
outer half of sphere to inner half. Remove outer
half of the sphere to expose the color wheel.
Unscrew and remove the color wheel to expose the
lamps. Remove and replace the lamps (It’s avisable to replace both lamps at one time). Be sure
to follow all lamp handling procedures and guide
lines, that are included with the new lamp to
insure proper handling and long life.

Introduction:

Congratulations and Thank You for purchasing
the American DJ Millennium. This light is one of
American DJ’s continuing evolution in innovation.
The Millennium is great for Mobile DJs, Clubs, and
Bands. The Millennium utilizes an internal dichrioc dish that rotates by sound activation to create
40 beams of a unique colorful effect. This fixture
has been lamped and tested for quality at the
factory, there is no assembly necessary. Simply Caution: Always replace with the same type
lamp and fuse unless otherwise instructed by an
plug the unit in and it’s ready to go.
authorized American DJ Service representative.
Functions and Controls:
Never open or attempt service while this
The fixture may be mounted on truss in any posi- unit is in motion or plugged in!
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